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Press release 
 

Vikan expands food-handling range with three new products 
 
Vikan, the global leader in hygienic cleaning and food-handling tools, is pleased to announce a major ex-
pansion of its range of hygienic, ergonomic food-handling utensils. 
 
The new products provide the food industry with an even more extensive range of application-specific 
tools that meet the most exacting needs. 
 
Scooping, hoeing, pouring 
The new products – an Ergonomic Scoop, a Push-Pull Hoe and a new Measuring Jug – all come in 5 col-
ours and feature market-leading ergonomics, durability and functionality. Product-specific benefits in-
clude: 
 
Ergonomic Scoop, 2 Litre 
• Ergonomic handle positioning 
• Flat bottom for stability 
• Hygienic design 
 
Push-Pull Hoe 
• Maximum versatility 
• Rugged, hygienic design 
• Fits Vikan threaded handles 
 
Measuring Jug, 2 Litre 
• Excellent pouring control 
• Easy-to-read transparent measuring scale 
• Great ergonomics and durability 
 
The single-source advantage 
The new product launches make it easier than ever for food producers to rely on Vikan as a single-
source supplier of all the hygienic food-handling utensils they are likely to need. “Food factories and 
processing plants have a lot to gain from buying all their food-handling utensils from a single supplier. 
For example, a single-source approach ensures colour-coding consistency and saves everyone time in 
the procurement process,” says Jette Fruergaard, product manager for Vikan’s Hygiene range. 

 
New guide to food handling tools 
In addition to the new products, Vikan has published a dedicated guide to understanding and selecting 
the right food-handling tools for different applications. The guide is free to download on Vikan.com. 
 
To learn more about Vikan’s food-handling solutions, visit www.vikan.com, contact Vikan Customer Ser-
vice at export@vikan.com, or call +45 9614 2610. 
 

 
About Vikan 
Vikan develops, manufactures and markets professional cleaning solutions that help keep food produc-
tion and other hygiene-sensitive environments cleaner and safer. Recognised leaders in research and 
product development, Vikan has been setting standards in effective, durable cleaning tools and ad-
vanced services for decades. A profound knowledge of cleaning standards, methods and technologies, 
coupled with a unique model for co-innovating with customers, help make Vikan the clear leader in hy-
gienic cleaning solutions worldwide. 



 

 


